Abstract. Vehicle detection algorithm based on video analysis is negative for vehicle detection in complex scenes, such as traffic intersection, due to the single angle and the poor static detection effect, and so on. Aimed at above problems, this article proposes a multi-angle vehicle detection method, based on micro cascading neural network. This method improves the tertiary AdaBoost recursive model and constructs an embedded micro neural network model. This paper combining the model with local normalized pixel-value differencing (NPD) features, trained AdaBoost model by polymorphic complex angle samples. The results show that the method has better detection performance and lower failure rate, and average detection rate and detection time are 89.47% and 199 ms respectively, which can meet the requirements of real-time vehicle detection in actual scene.
Introduction
With the growth of car ownership, rapid vehicle detection technology is more and more significant, such as captured vehicles can be used to identify vehicle models, detect vehicle feature and detect whether the driver is wearing safety belt, and so on. Vehicle detection algorithm based on video analysis mainly includes: frame difference [1] , background modeling [2] optical flow [3] , three-dimensional model [4] . However, the detection algorithm based on video, has a bad effect on static images, duo to single application point; the method based 3D model and deep approach of learning are too complex and consume GPU resources, which are not suitable for real-time video image analysis. Negri [5] synthesizing multiple of HOG features and high distinguishability of Haar features, uses fusion feature of two features as input for AdaBoost practice. This method brings about high resolution and low false alarm rate but is negative for multi-angle vehicle detection scalable performance. This paper improved the traditional AdaBoost algorithm and proposed an embedded micro neural network model based on AdaBoost in accordance with the tertiary AdaBoost recursive model. In addition, we combining local normalized pixel-value differencing features, trained and verified the AdaBoost model with micro-neural network by polymorphic complex angle samples. Results demonstrate that the proposed detection method is prior to the existing rapid detection algorithm such as better detection performance and lower failure rate, which plays a dominant role in real-time detection requirements in the actual scenario.
Vehicle Detection Method Based on NPD and MLP

Normalized Pixel-Value Differencing Feature Space
Normalized pixel-value differencing feature of two pixels in an image can be defined as follows:
.
( 3) NPD has strong illumination invariant, which plays a dominant role in object detection and identification. 4) The value range of is , which makes the NPD can be used in latter tree classifier.
Multi-Layer Perceptron for Adboost
Traditional vehicle detection algorithm based on Adaboost classifier, combines several weak classifiers into a strong classifier by training. A threshold divides the space in half for each classifier. This weak classifier has two defects: 1) this simple structure is not a significant resolvation for correlation of different special spatial dimensions.
2) The simple binarization strategy ignores high-order information existing in feature. We divide nodes of a tree by following function for a feature:
. (2) Where, , and is constant, is partitioning threshold. Previous partitioning strategy is , Formula (2) consider both first-order and second-order informations, which can better resolve partitioning strategy.
We adopt a micro neural network multi-layer perceptron to replace depth binary tree, then we can adjust network structure according to the complexity of the problem, thus obtaining the optimal model. Multi-layer perceptron can represent both traditional Adboost threshold classification and relatively complex depth binary tree, in addition, it also can represent more complex polynomial expression. As for face detection, we can use two-layer perceptron model and implicit strata contains four nodes. As for vehicle detection, we can divide the tree nodes based on threshold by using two-layer perceptron model and implicit strata contains more nodes. The number of hidden nodes is 6 in this paper. Network structure diagram is depicted in Fig.1 . Two networks output are used to judge whether feature can meet threshold partitioning. 
Each neuron contains a threshold in Fig.1 . The arc represents weight value between the neuron in the former layer and the neuron in the latter layer in network. The inputs of hidden layer and input layer are:
We can obtain neuron output by activation function, and activation function generally use the Sigmoid function. The neuron output is:
The parameters and of network can be obtained by learning. We can structure depth tree to predict face feature and non-face feature, with neural network replacing segmentation strategy in formula (2) . The model can effectively divide feature space, which makes Adboost have better detection performance.
Vehicle detector
Because our proposed NPD feature contains plenty of redundant information, we learn the most distinguishing feature by using AdaBoost algorithm, thus structure a strong classifier. We learn multi-layer perceptron based on NPD feature by adopting Gentle AdaBoost algorithm.
Here we only learn a cascade classifier to detect vehicle. In addition, we use a soft cascade structure to quickly learn and early eliminate negative samples. Specifically, the soft cascade can be considered as an AdaBoost classifier, with each weak classifier having an end point. A multi-layer perceptron regarded as a weak classifier is learned and the current threshold of AdaBoost classifier is also learned. Multiple multi-layer perceptrons are combined into a strong classifier.
Experimental Verification
Amied at testing the proposed algorithm, we use traffic monitoring images already filmed. Experimental images are collected at different intersections by 10 camera. There are two types of vehicle image angles: front view (flip angle is , including head and tail images of vehicle) and side view. The acquisition mode is virtual loop trigger, and the original images are available in various sizes.
The samples used for training are 4957 vehicles in 1499 images, we mirror on vehicle images to increase positive samples, thus obtaining 9914 positive samples, the normalized size is 24 24. The negative samples are consist of 24,840 samples that do not contain vehicle images, some positive and negative samples are depicted in Fig.2 Test set is composed of 711 vehicle images in 711 images. In order to evaluate the results, we mark vehicles by bounding box and detect test set by classifier already trained. When the intersection-over-union (IOU) of target box detected and box marked is greater than a certain threshold (IOU> 0.5), we consider detection to be effective. In order to distinguish the vehicle detection results for different difficulties, We divide the vehicle image into three data sets which are difficulty, medium and easiness, with the corresponding number of vehicles for each data set is 1073,960 and 1535, respectively, and the detection results for each vehicle data set is depicted in Table. 1.
In addition, in order to compare the proposed method with previous methods, we experiment with this database for HOG-Haar, NPD, DPM, and ACF. Using HOG and Haar combination feature trains Adaboost classifier on the same training set. The normalized size is 24×24 for positive samples, and the negative samples are cropped from 362 pictures excluding vehicles. The Adaboost training grades is 20, and the acceptable minimum detection rate for each grade is 0.95, with the acceptable maximal detection rate for each grade being 0.95. We test three test sets with different difficulty, and the results are shown in Table 1 . NPD method is similar to proposed method, which normalizes normalized pixel-value difference to between 0 and 255. In addition, NPD method stores image features by lookup table and trains classifier by total 4957 positive samples, with learning weak classifier by depth quadratic tree. The normalized size is 24×24 for positive samples. We use open source code to conduct contrast experiment for DPM target detection method. The number of components set is 6, and the positive samples are prepared in accordance with format marked by the vehicle coordinate corresponding to the original images. Conducting channel transformation for input images to obtain normalized gradient magnitude, histogram of orientation gradient and images 10 channels for LUV color space, then features are deposited in lookup table after adding and pooling. Using AdaBoost, we can obtain features with dimension being 10 16 w h × × , which can train classifier and constitute 2048 feature tree with depth being 2 in the w×h window. The experimental results of each method on databases with three difficulty levels are shown in Table 1 . The experimental results show that the method proposed in this paper has the highest detection rate in all three databases and inherits characteristic of feature search table (FST), namely, fast search. When the method detect a MLP-NPD of image with average dimension being 640×480 after down sampling, the time required is approximately 225 ms. 
Conclusion
Aimed at rapidly and effectively detecting the vehicle, combining normalized pixel-value differencing (NPD) and multi-layer perceptron (MLP) we propose an improved AdaBoost algorithm to promote the expression ability of model. In addition, we obtain the improved AdaBoost vehicle detector by vehicle sample training at various angles. The experimental results show that compared with the traditional AdaBoost algorithm, the proposed algorithm is practical and can rapidly detect the vehicle in front, back and side.
